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Abstract

A recent zero temperature equation of state which contains 

quark-partons separated from conventional baryons by a phase 

transition is used to investigate the stability of quark stars. 

The sensitivity to the input physics is also considered. The 

conclusions, which are found to be relatively model independent, 

indicate that a separately identifiable class of stable objects 

called quark stars does not exist.
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Recent advances in high energy physics have given clear 

evidence that the observed hadrons are probably composed of 

more nearly fundamental constituents. The question naturally 

arises as to whether this new form of matter could constitute 

a significant fraction o' a cold highly compressed object of 

astrophysical dimensions (Collins and Perry 1975; Bowers, 

Gleeson and Pedigo 1975a; Ipser, Kislinger and Morley 1975; 

Keister and Kisslinger 1976; Bayra and Chin 1976). The 

hadronic constitutents, originally associated with a quark 

triplet, emerged as a natural explanation of the elementary 

particle spectrum. Subsequent scattering experiments have 

extended their nature to more general constituents called 

partons. Although the details of existing models of the 

hadrcns vary, they contain as a common feature an underlying 

substructure of massive constituents bound in a fluid state.

We present below an analysis of the limitations and na

ture of the astrophysical objects with a significant fraction 

of mass in a quark-parton phass. In order to be specific 

about these predictions the analysis is based on a recent 

quark-parton equation state which is obtained from a fully 

relativistic many body theory capable of reproducing a zero 

temperature picture of hadronic matter (Bowers, Gleeson and 

Pedigo 1975a). The quark-partions which underl ie tnis equation of 

state are very massive, completely confined, and yet possess

I. Introduction the observed phenomenon of precocious scaling. The astro

nomical objects discussed naturally fall into two general 

categories. Quark-parton matter of the type referred to 

above is noticeably different from nuclear matter and may 

lead to a new clearly distinguishable class of stable objects 

at central densities well above nuclear density. II the 

differences between the quark-parton matter and nuclear 

matter are not as dramatic as anticipated in this model, 

there could be objects with a significant mass fraction in 

this new phase but still lying close to or occupying a portion 

of the well known neutron star stability peak. Each of these 

cases will be discussed separately. But in all cases, although 

the approach utilizes a specific model of the quark-partons, 

it retains the fundamental constitutive substructure which is 

characteristic of all such models. The conclusions obtained 

below are therefore relatively insensitive to the detailed 

nature and number of these constituents-
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iI. Quark Natter

\. Quark Phase In Superdensc Matter

The implications of qvia/k-par?on models of the hadrons 

for superdense Batter in astrophysics folio*? from two general 

considerations. These considerations are to a large degree 

independent of the specific properties of the individual 

quark-partons or, for that natter, the number of specics as- 

suned to explain hadron structure, and arise as a direct con

sequence of the current laboratory data which is emerging in 

high energy physics. These are that: (1) quark-partons do 

not exist as identifiable objects in zero temperature sys

tems whose energy density is less than 7 * 10*6 g/cm3 ,

(2) the hadrons are bound states of more massive quark- 

partons whose binding energies arc of the order of a few GeV. 

The second assumption admits the possibility that the hadrons
«

are collective excitations of a fluid whose elementary con

stituents arc the quark-partons, and that these constituents 

behave dynamically as objects with a greatly reduced effec

tive mass. The two assumptions (1) and (2) guarantee that 

the usual models of nuclear matter and of superdense baryon 

matter remain unaltered at least for densities Cg < 7 x 1 0 ^  

g/cm3 .

The implications of the assumptions above are best ex

plained by describing the resulting equation of state. In

4

Figure 1 a schematic equation of state is shown, where P is 

the system pressure and c its total energy density. At high 

densities (c > Cq) the matter is assumed to be a fluid of 

interacting quark-partons which are not separated into 

hadrons. Presumably short range repulsive interactions 

dominate which guarantee the stability of the ground state 

and provide a relatively stiff, incompressible phase. Longer 

range attractive interactions arc also necessary if volume 

bound droplets, interpreted as hadrons, arc eventually to be 

formed at lower densities. 'for c less than eg the phase 

transition is complete and the quark^partons are now present 

as bound droplets. Below this point conventional models of 

superdense nuclear matter arc appropriate. In this region 

the quark-partons exist only to the extent that they deter

mine the prcpertie;. of and interactions between the baryons.

The important aspects of Figure 1 a/e the existence of 

a phase transition, and the nearly incompressible nature of 

P(c) on the high density side of the transition. In all of 

the models considered below the speed of sound at densities 

greater than Cq  is less than or equal to the speed of light.
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8. Astrophysieal Consequences

Two oajor asirophysical consequenccs of the phftc transi

tion to quark-parton natter described above wijj arise when 

an equation of state at in Figure I is «.**<! to invent igate 

the final stages of >!cllar evolution. first of all, the 

phase transition produces a t capora*'? softening of the equa

tion of stale in the vicinity of This is followed by a?

rapid Hardening a*- the quark-parton phase is reached.

The first effect •■•til lead to a reduction in the aanimw* 

aass of stable nsutron stars, the amount of reduction depend

ing largely on ho* low is when cospared to the central

density c„ of the aa*i*t» mass smdel. Current observa- 
o  , I 3 3 X

tiona’. cviucncft and evolutionary models of pulsars and compact

X-ray sources strongly favor neutron stars having nassos in

the neighborhood of 1.4 • z Mg and ascents of inertia greater 

iZ t
than 10 g c m * (Arnett !9?4; Master, Roberts and Arnett 19*6; 

Hiddlcditch and Mast 19*4; ftappaport and McClifttoe* l«7S}.

It is therefore natural to require that be large enough 

that the resulting equation of slate including quark-partons 

be consistent with these hounds- These observations suggest 

a third requireaent: (5) the sa.iiau* densjlv of quark- 

free flatter oust be consistent both «»th nodels of nuclear 

natter and with astrophysical bounds on the structure of com

pact >:■ ray m.ur«-n.

fchen as equation of 'la 'e  'tich j> she one *hs>»n sn

6

H j u r c  1 is used as input for the :ero leoperature equations 

of stellar structure it is possible lo find, in addition to 

stable white dwarfs and neutron stars, a family of objects 

whose gravitational «as< H as a function of the central den

sity «.0 satisfies

<:.!> dH/d«.0 > 0.

Am tit *i-ll kno*n thlu condition i» n<-«:<’t<riary If th«- nbjurt 

js lo )>» isSa<;l<' (Th<«rnr liMUS; ‘dovtclt and Sovifcuv* Ut7l). 

This »is n m  a nut t i c M*nl condition. h«»cKT. Tlmw t>«<-»uh«* 

tlw w n  »»S l)vc«*»rN v,>ry jiitf* Junt aSjv»- and

! h f  «-q«a« »«■«» <»; g»n*>ral  r < - l a t l v s i y  rt>t»pt»> pr t - anur i*  a n d  

t - j i r f j y  draw s i y .  >!•.*’ q u m t  t<»n a r s r i c s  an i<* a b e t  h e r  t !>l» t h i r d  

J a » t  l y  >*f .-rrtsjiacf «-<-1w h a v i n g  t : « ' n*ra l  <jrn>>t I l " S  g r r a i « ’r  

t h a n  t!»o*<» o !  s t a b l e  n « ' u t r » n  i . tarr< a n d  c o n t a i n i n g  i iuarfc-  

V^rioc.  <i 'r«-s« . ' «ul i !  i n  S a d  b*- r i i ab l r -  a g a l f t n l  p r r l u r h a t  l<mu 

a h i e f i  »i>uid l e a d  u l t l s s a l p l y  !*• g r a v i t a t i o n a l  C<*1 tap>i>-.



111. Quart lUmat ion of Scute

In order to investigate the stability of quark-parton 

stars a specific equation of state l’(c) will be needed which 

contains the qualitative features shoun in Figure 1, and 

which yields a description of supcrdense natter consistent 

with assumptions (I), (2) and (3) of the previous section. 

Such a model has already been presented (Rowers, Gleeson and 

Pedigo 197Sb). In this section the basis of the aodel is 

reviewed, and new results presented which describe quark- 

parton •natter at high densities.

A. Superdcnsc Baryon Matter

A reccntlv developed relativistic aany body theory of 

supi'rd«_-m.e cutlcr baHC’d on a phl’notbenoloiileal d<*s>crtpt urn 

uf tbu strong interactions and vvaluaiud in non-pi-rturJ/at!**«• 

approximation# has been applied to a jiynica of nucleons am! 

has l»*fB found to di*Kcrlb<- th*’ bulk prop«*rt tes of nuclear 

ma»t**r null*1 Th<’ model. th** a p p r o x J t )on i<ch<tw.

and it* Application u> liyiwnm ratH'r and to th<* Nlrurmr*- 

i>! neutron M a n *  lta» b w n  dlfti'utsM'd »»lK«'*h«*ro 

and IVdtfo !S>75a, 1975b. l!)?il). The n»»d*-l contain* t»<> ad

justable parscet»rM *ht;-h d«>t<Tej»n«' ttn* strength ol the 

repulsive and attractive roup! inis’* - 7!u -m<- ar<- d«’t«-rsssn»-d l<> 

the binding ••ni-ruy and denmty of micioar natt<-r.

8

In the analysis below it will be assumed that no baryons 

other than the nucleons occur. This restriction is for 

computational simplicity sif.ee it has been shown (Bowers, 

Gleeson and I'edigo 19?Sa, 19'ib) that the incorporation of 

hyperons will not alter the qualitative nature of the con

clusions.

The equation of «,tate P(t) is shown in curve (a) of 

Figure 2. ttelow the phase transition at log P • 30.30, the 

equation of state of Hays, Pcthick and Sutherland (Hayn, 

rci'uKk and Sutherland I'Jil) has been used since it includes 

the relevant Coulomb effects which arc dominant at subnuclear 

densities. However, the exact nature of t'(0 in this rsngc 

has negligible influence on the question of quark-parton 

star structure or stability. A broad phase transition begins 

«hen log 1>. * SO.30 due to the attractive interactions which 

doainite near nuclear density. A phase transition having 

essentially the saae effect on the equation of state as shown 

here is also expected to result in any sodcl of nuclcar 

natter which is capable of developing a pion condensate 

ftlartle. Sawyer and Scalapino 15»v*S). the nuclcar equation 

of stale is highly ineospressible in the high density phase 

am! asyapt^.'. tcally approaches the causality lisit S* • c.
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8. Superdense Quark Matter

In order to explore the features of quark-parton matter 

at supernuclear densities we adopt a triplet of quark-partons 

having a mass of 6 GeV. It is assumed that they ob«*y an 

exclusion principle of the Fermi-Dirac type. Since very 

little is known with certainty about the interactions between 

quark-parton', we shall assume that they arc mediated by the 

exchange of quanta associated with the phenomenological scalar 

and vector fields which were introduced to describe the 

nucleon-nucleon interactions above. This assumption is con

sistent with a model in which the nucleon-nucleon interaction 

is a consequence of the quark-parton interaction suitably 

rescaled.

A model of quark-parton matter based on the assumptions 

above has already been published (Bowers, Gleeson and Pedigo 

197Sb), although no detailed numerical results were given at 

that tine. The high density equation of state is shown in 

Figure 2 (curve b). No phase of quark-parton matter is 

found to exist below log c2 “ 16.86. For densities less than 

this the pressure is negative and remains so down to such low 

densities that the critical pressure as obtained from the 

usual Maxwell construction is negative. This provides a 

natural patch to the baryon equation of state. For densi

ties less than log e-, = 16.86 the baryon equation of state 

describes dense matter. At this density a phase transition
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to quark-parton matter sets in (curve (c)). The critical 

pressure* for the phase transition from baryons to quark- 

partons is log “ 37.76, In order to analyze the effects 

of the width and critical pressure of the phase transition 

on the resulting stability two lower values of ?2 (as shown) 

are also examined. In each case the equation of state is 

given by curve (a) below and curve (b) above the phase 

transition.

The equations of state of Figure 2 are sensitive to the 

coupling strengths and to the assumed quark-parton masses.

The former have already been fixed by the properties of 

nuclear matter and the model's sensitivity to possible varia

tions in their assumed values has already been discussed in 

detail elsewhere (Bowers, Gleeson, and Pedigo 1975a, 1976). 

The quark-parton mass is the only remaining parameter. Lower 

values than the 6 GeV assumed here cannot be excluded. In 

fact roodfils of quark-parton matter employing masses as low 

as one GeV have been considered (Baym and Chin 1976; Ipser, 

Kislinger and Morlcy 1975; Keister and Kisslingerl976). The 

primary effect of a smaller quark-parton mass in our model 

is essentially equivalent to a weaker coupling, a slight 

softening of the equation of state above Pj and possibly a 

lowering of the critical pressure itself. Such changes 

produce cffects which lead to stability regions not far from 

the known neutron star peak and will be considered in scction V
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where this general class of objects is discussed. Finally, 

the restriction in number of types of fundamental quark- 

partons has been tested. As long as this number is less 

than many, the exact number will not have a major effect on 

the results.
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IV. Model Quark Stars

The composite equation of state discussed above is used 

to investigate the structure and stability of quark-parton 

stars. The approach to relativistic stellar structure and 

to stability is well known and need not be reviewed here. A 

detailed discussion of the structure equations and of the 

numerical methods to be employed may be found in Arnett and 

Bowers (Arnett and Bone.-s 1976). A complete discussion of 

stability of spherically symmetric relativistic configura

tions is reviewed by Thorne (Thorne 1966).

A. Quark Star Structure

The ."'tructure of spherically symmetric, static configura 

tions of matter at zero temperature is determined by an equa

tion of state P(c) such as the one discussed in section II, 

the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, and the definition 

of the gravitational mass

f R 2 
(■1.1) M -  I  4 i t e  (r)r dr.

o

Here R is the radius, defined as the point, at
3

which the density equals ".8 e/cm . Once the

cquution of state has been chosen, each model is

parameterized by its central density r. . The solution to
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the stellar structure equations may be represented by a mass 

curve M ( c q ) ,  a portion of which is shown in Figure 3 .  The 

region below the first maximum shown corresponds to stable 

neutron stars. These well known objects will not be of 

concern here, except to the extent that their properties 

place limits on the value of the critical pressure l^.

If the neutron equation of state is employed for all

densities above the first phase transition corresponding to

Pj, then the mass curve (a) of Figure 3 results, showing a

broad relative maximum with M _ * 1.97 which occurs at amax w
density nearly three order of magnitude higher than the 

central density of the most massive stable neutron star.

This new peak could possibly indicate the presence of a 

new more compact astronomical object, but it is well known to 

be unstable against perturbations. Before reviewing the 

analysis ct this instability and extending it to cases with 

a '^L'ark-parton phase, the mass versus central density curves 

for systems with qurari-partons will be given.

The most natural way to introduce quark-partons in the 

model is via the phase transition at log P2 • 37.76. When 

this is done curve (c) of Figure 3 is obtained. Models *•<■>*? 

central densities exceed cR * 1.66 x 10*' g/cm'’ will contain 

quark-pai'ton cores surrounded by a shell of hyperons. The 

increased stiffness due to the- quark-partons results in a 

slight mass increase which i.s observed not to exceed 21. The

14

phase transition covers ,i narrow range in density and there

fore does not introduce any noticeable anomolies.

The analysis of stability for this case is similar n< tiiut 

for tin.- pure neutron equation of statu and. as cun be expected, 

the peak is found lo lie unstable.

Although the phase transition at log P2 c 37.76 is the 

most natural one based on a straightforward application of 

the quark-parton model, the uncertainties of quark-parton 

dynamics require that alternative patch points be investigated. 

Therefore three additional equations of state have been con

sidered. These arc obtained by choosing as critical pres

sures for the quark-parton phase transition log P, * 35.54 

(curve d), log P2 ■ 36.09 (curve e) and log P2 ' 35.52, 

respectively. .Jeut roil stars based on lower values of 

I’jj uould have maximum masses below 2 and would

lead to conflict with assumption (3). For this reascn Ijg P2 

35.52 may be c w - U c i c d  ,i rough lower bound on the critical 

pressure. The two remaining possibilities will be consistent 

with assumption (3). The reason for their choice will be 

evident below. In contrast to the equation of state for 

which log P, • 37.'6, the remaining ones contain broad phase 

transitions, and the system is extremely stiff when the 

quark-parton phase forms.

M(<-o l is shown in Figure 3 for one of these cases, 

log P, * 36.31. The broad maximum following the neutron star
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peak identified earlier has a larger maximum mass, reflecting 

the increased stiffness of the equation of state. The broad 

peak is at about the same central density as in curve (a) and

(c) . However, there is now a new peak which occurs near 

1017 g/cra^, corresponding to a maximum mass Mmax * 2.28 Mg.

No evidence for such a peak is found in curve (a) or (c). 

Density profiles e{r) and the mass fraction m(r)/M, where 

m(r) is the mass contained within a spherical surface of

17
radius r, show that the stars with dM/de > 0 and e „  : 10 ’ o o

g/cm^ contain relatively small quark-psrton cores. In all 

cases most of the mass is still in the form of baryons.

This new peak, not present in the case of pure neutron 

matter, may provide a new class of stable objects traceable 

to the quark-parton phase. The stability properties of this 

type of star are unknown and will be investigated in the 

next section. This new peak shall be referred to below as 

the quark-parton star peak. Its existence slightly above the 

neutron star peak is brought about by an equation of state 

that consists of a broad phase transition occurring at rela

tively low densities into a relatively stiff quark-parton 

phase. If the phase transition occurs at high densities, no 

matter how stiff the resulting phase, the new peak will fail 

to develop.
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B. Stability of Relativistic Stars

The previous discussion establishes the possibility that 

quark-parton stars may exist at central densities cq about 

ten times that of neutron stars. It remains to be seen 

whether that object is stable, and thus whether it could 

exist as an a s t rophysically interesting object. The necessary 

condition is given by (2.1); but, as is welt known, this 

condition is not sufficient. The analysis below is re

stricted to stability against radial perturbations, and fol

lows the discussion by Thorne (Thnne 1966). The static ap

proach, developed there, will be reviewed by applying it to 

models based on the neutron equation of s t a t e  (curve (a) of 

Figure 3).

First consider the mass M as a function of the radius R, 

as shown in Figure 4. The high density portion for neutrons 

is shown dashed. The extreme right hand segment of the 

curve (prior to the open circle) is for models with cg < 1.5 x 

1015 g/cm3 , and corresponds to stable neutron stars. The 

region beyond this point is unstable. Stability is determined 

by the following criteria:

(1) A radial mode of oscillation changes from stable to 

unstable, or visa-versa, at each extremum of the 

M(R) curve;

(2) A mode becomes stable (unstable) if M(R) passes 

through an extremum in a clockwise (counterclockwise) 

d i rect ion;
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(3) The mode which changes stability is the lowest even 

(odd) one if dR/deQ < 0 (dR/deQ > 0) in the neighbor

hood of the extromum.

These conditions are necessary and sufficient conditions for 

stability. A complete discussion and proof has been given 

by Thorne (Thorne 1966). The extrema are indicated by open 

circles along the M(R) curve.

Applying the stability criteria above to the models based

on the neutron equation of state leads immediately to the

conclusion that all configurations beyond the neutron star

peak are unstable. In other words, those configurations at 

1 8
densities near 10 g/cm which according to (2.1) appear to 

be stable (curve (a) of Figure 3) are actually unstable, as 

are all models having higher central densities. The ultimate 

source of this instability is intrinsic to the theory of 

general relativity. In fact, as is well known, simply in

creasing the stiffness of the equation of state does not 

help. This is seen in Figure 4 where the solid line corre

sponds to the neutron equation of state below log e • 15.40, 

but uses P « ec^ - 1.007 x 103  ̂ at higher densities. This 

is the stiffest equation of state that: (1) passes through 

the neutron equation of state at log c * 15.40; and (2) guar

antees that the system is causal in the sense that tdP/Je)^ * 

c“. \o harder equation of state is permissible if it is to 

be consistent with the requirements of special relativity.

18

It is seen that tlie higher maxima shown in Figure 4 remain 

unstable even in this case.

These conclusions are substantiated when thu analysis 

above is repeated for models obtained from curve (c) of 

Figure 3. This corresponds to a quark-parton phase transi 

tion at log = 37.76, as discussed in detail next.
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C. Quark blur Stability

Tho analysis can be extended to models which contain 

quark-pitrtons as a high density phase. Two questions naturally 

arts? Does the peak ('(■iterated by 111 <’ quark-purton phase 

transition represent a class of stable objects at central 

densities higher than neutron star densities. To what extent 

are the conclusions b»2ow dependent on the details of the model?

The quurk-pnrton star peak winch results from a phase 

transition sucli as tbut for lot; P., * 36.SI (curve (d) of 

Figure 3) developes at lower densities, and thus minimizes the 

effects of general relativity. In fa^t, the underlying 

equation of state optimizes the criteria needed for a stable 

peak that is distinct from the neutron star peak. First, li 

contains a broad phase transition which sets in after the 

neutron star peak. Next, the equation of state is quite 

stiff coming into the quark-parton phase so that a new mass 

peak can develop. Finally the phase transition ir. complete 

at densities not far above those of stable neutron stars.

The cffect of variations in these aspects of the phase 

transition will be considered below.

The M(R) curve for this case is shown in Figure S. The 

phase transition has a dramatic cffect on the curve. The 

region within the insert contains the quark-parton >tar peak.

The most significant difference between thi"» figure and the 

M(R) curves of Figure -1 is the development of an sxfrcmu® 

through which the curve passes in a clockwise direction ami

20

which, according to the second criterion above, implies that 

one unstable mode becomes stable. No such behavior is o b 

served along the curves which do not contain phase transi

tions. In general, the development of a phase transition 

followed by a stiff equation of state beyond the neutron star 

stability psak permits the system to shed one of its unstable 

mudes. Unfortunately this is not enough to guarantee 

stability. Closer examination shows that the phase transition 

introduces either no new extrema, or it introduces a relative 

minimum followed by a maximum in such a way that the minimum 

occurs at lower density than the maximum. The net result is 

to add and then subtract an unstable mode in that order.

The system therefore contains at all densities the fundamental 

instability associated with the neutron star peak.

The sensitivity of the results above to the extent and 

critical pressure P7 of the quark-parton phase transition have 

been examined by choosing values of Pj falling between the 

naturally Jefined value log Pj * 37.76 and the lower limit 

log P-, ■ 33. Si. The conclusions of this analysis, which in

clude the models discussed previously, are these: (1) narrow 

transitions, which occur at high densities, do not produce a 

new peak associated with the quark-partons regardless of the 

behavior of the equation of state at high density; (2) when 

phase transitions begin near the neutron star mass peak, no 

new extrema in M(R) are produced; (3) quark-parton star mass



peaks will result when the phase transition begins somewhat 

beyond the neutron star mass peak, but well enough below Eq 

so as to maximize the initial stiffness of the new phase;

(4) the development of a new mass peak in (3) is associated 

with the introduction of two new extrema in the M(R) curve: 

the first is a relative minimum, the second a relative maximum, 

and their net effect is to leave unaffected the fundamental 

instability associated with the neutron star peak.
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V. Quark Stars as Part of the Neutron Star Peak

The model discussed in the previous sections is a 

natural description of quark-parton matter based on reason

able estimates of the quark-parton properties consistent 

with present experimental results at high energies and 

straightforward dynamical binding mechanisms. This model is 

characterized by a broad phase transition from nuclear matter 

into a relatively stiff quark-parton phase. The high energy 

density at which this new phase emerges precludes the 

possibility of stable configurations beyond the mass peak 

conventionally associated with neutron stars. Since the 

dynamical mechanisms by which quark-parton matter is bound 

are at best uncertain it is worthwhile investigating the 

consequences of more ad hoc equations of state for this phase.

Suppose that the equation of state of cold superdense 

matter were qualitatively similar to the one shown in Figure 1, 

with a conventional nucleon equation of state for all c belov 

Eg, and a quark-parton equation of state for e > f.q . In such 

a model the hardness associated with nuclear matter would be 

due to the quark-partons, and the density Cq would lie 

slightly above nuclear density, say in th? vicinity of 

5 x 1014 g/cm3 . If such an equation of state were used in 

the stellar structure equations a mass peak corresponding to 

stable stars could be obtained for central densities somewhat 

above e^. This mass peak, conventionally associated with
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neutron stars, would represent objects consisting of quark- 

parton cores surrounded by a shell of nucleons. If the 

equation of state were sufficiently stiff above £q the 

greater mass fraction of the star would be quark-partons.

Such a model predicts that pulsars and compact X-ray sources 

involve quark-parton stars rather than neutron (or hyperon) 

stars. The existence of stable nuclear matter requires that 

Eq lie near nuclear density. Furthermore if the stiffness 

at Eq were due to the quark-partcn phase and if there are 

significant differences between quark-parton dynamics and 

baryon dynamics the existence of this new phase should have 

been observed in scattering data. In addition, the present 

observational limits set by pulsars and compact X-ray sources 

require that superdense matter be stiff just above nuclear 

density. These facts argue strongly against this possibility 

and therefore we shall analyze a somewhat more nearly realistic 

possibility.

This second possibility which circumvents many of the 

unwanted features of the previous paragraph results if two 

modifications are made, examples of which are shown in 

Figure 6. The first modification allows the quark-parton 

phase to set in somewhat above nuclear densities, but well 

below the energy densities discussed in the previous section. 

Second, the transition to quark-parton matter occurs via a 

narrow phase transition whose critical pressure is high enough

24

to allow the existence of a stiff baryon phase to be asso

ciated with nuclear matter (curve (a) of Figure 6). This 

restricts the onset of the phase transition to densities not 

far below 10*^ g/cm^, which in turn guarantees that neutron 

star models will result having masses and moments of inertia 

needed to explain pulsar showdown rates. For the models

considered here M is not reduced below about 2Mq and the

4c 2moments of inertia exceed 10 " g cm .

In order to explore situations most favorable to the 

formation of stable configurations containing a non-negligible 

mass fraction of quark-partons the equation of state above the 

p lase transition was taken to be causality limited. Five limiting 

quark-parton equatidris of state are shown in Figure 6, all of 

which have the same critical pressure, but differ in the width 

of the phase transition. Mass vs. central density curves are 

shown in Figure 7. The equations of state (a) and (b) having 

narrow phase transitions do not develop an additional mass 

peak. A gradual transition in composition from pure nucleons 

to a quark-parton core surrounded by nucleons results. The 

more massive objects contain about equal mass fractions of 

nucleons and quark-partor.r. For intermediate width phase 

transitions, such as (c-d), an additional mass peak develops.

An analysis of the M(R) curves for these shows that the con

figurations between the mass minimum and the new peak are 

stable. Finally for phase transitions of increased width the
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new mass peak decreases in height, and moves to higher den

sities. Eventually all models beyond the second peak become 

unstable (curve (e}).

The question which remains is whether an equation of 

state similar to those in Figure 6 can be realised physically. 

The transition from baryon to quark-parton matter would be 

expected to cover more than half an order of magnitude in 

density, but it has been found that a phase transition of 

this extent will result in unstable stellar structure. It is 

tempting to consider whether the model of the previous sec

tions, which contains a phase transition to qua~k-partons, 

can be modified to produce an equation of state with a narrow 

phase transition beginning near 10*^ g/cm^. Since the 

couplings are fixed by the properties of nuclear matter, the 

only remaining freedom in the model is the number of quark 

species Nq and their assumed physical mass Mq. The values 

Nq- 3 and Mq = 6 GeV have been used. The mass chosen is the 

lower limit set by current high energy data. As stated earlier 

small changes in Nq do not have a strong effect on the results. 

In order to reduce the width of the phase transition to quark- 

partons the input mass Mq must be reduced. This procudes a 

slightly smaller effective quark mass so that precocious 

scaling is preserved. If Mq is too small, the phase transi

tion will occur at a positive critical pressure and the quark- 

partons will no longer be confined. This will be the case if
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Mq is less than about 900 MeV. Using Mq = 1.0 GeV results 

in the equation of state shown by curve (f) of Figure 6, and 

the mass vs. central density curve in Figure 7. It was found 

that no stable configurations occur beyond the neutron star 

peak. The principle difference between this case and the 

previous examples is the fact tht the quark-parton equation 

of state is necessarily softer than the causality limited 

examples. It must be recalled that our model assumes quark- 

parton binding by normal dynamical mechanisms. Other models 

which employ low bare mass quark-partons bur. exclude the 

possibility of free particle propagation by exotic mechanisms 

could represent viable alternatives which would lead to an 

equation of state of this type. However us seen above, this 

mechanism must also produce an almost causality limited stiff

ness. It appears unlikely that such an equation of state 

based on physically reasonable assumptions about quark-partons 

is possible.
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VI. Summary of Conclusions

The preceding analysis shows that a third family of 

objects distinct from neutron stars and associated with 

quark-parton stars based on equations of state which contain 

a baryon to quark-parton phase transition is possible. A H  

such models based on plausible equations of state have 

been shown to be unstable against radial perturbations and 

must collapse. Thus the introduction of a quark-parton 

phase will not produce an additional stable end point for 

stellar evolution.

The analysis above does not rule out the existence of 

quark-parton stars in place of neutron stars or that quark- 

partons represent the dominant phase in the more massive of 

the objects identified with the neutron star peak. The first 

possibility could result from an equation of state similar to 

that of Figure 6 when the stiffness of nuclear matter which 

is associated with the upper branch is identified with a 

quark-parton phase. The presence of a quark-parton phase at 

these low densities would be inconsistent with models of 

nuclear matter, and should have been observed in scattering 

data.

The second possibility could result by retaining the con

ventional association of the stiffness of nuclear matter with 

nucleons, followed by a distinguishable quark-parton phase.

It appears unlikely that a plausible model can be found
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which contains a sufficiently narrow phase transition, scales 

and leads to confinement.

Finally, if an acceptable equation of state could be 

found leading to a class of quark-parton stars separated from 

neutron stars by an intermediate region of instability both 

types of objects would be characterized by essentially the 

same observable macroscopic parameters such as mass, radius 

and moment of inertia. Asrrophysically based distinctions 

between these classes of objects would therefore be difficult 

at best.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3 -

Schematic equation of state showing phase transi

tion from baryons or nucleons (e < Eg) to quark- 

partons (e > Eq ).

Equations of state. The curves correspond to:

(a) nucleons; (b) quark-partons. The dashed 

horizontal 1 ines denote possible phase transitions 

from nucleons to quark-partons. The critical 

pressures and corresponding energy densities 

given by (log P2> log e.2) are: (c) (37.76, 16.861;

(d) (36.54, 15.73); (e) (36.09, 15.38). Curve (c) 

is the naturally defined phase transition corres

ponding to zero quark-parton pressure.

Mass vs. central density. The conventional neutron 

star peak is shown at the left corresponding to 

the nucleon equation of state (a) of Figure 2. 

Curves (c) and (d) use the quark-parton equations 

of state of Figure 2. The hashed line represents 

models whose central density lies within the 

baTyon to quark-parton phase transition. The 

masses are in solar units MQ = 1.987 x 1033 g.

Figure Captions Figure 4

Figure 5 -

Figure 6

Figure 7 -

Mass vs. Radius curve for nuclcar equation -jf 

state at all densities (dashed curve) and causality 

bounded equation of state above log c * 1S.*0 

(solid eurvc). Open (closed) circles rtiSiicsent 

removal (addition) of one unstable radial node.

The inset enlarges the* high density portion of 

the curve.

Mass vs. Radius curve for the quark'pa n o n  equation 

of state (d) of Figure 2. The notation if the 

as in the previous Figure.

Quark-parton equations of state. Cach aedel if 

connectcd by a phase transition to the nuticon 

equation of state of Figure J (curve a) 31 a criti

cal pressure log P • 3S.16. Curves (») through *e) 

are causality bounded (dP/dc • c 2 at all densities). 

Log c coming out of the phase transition i<: (a) 

14.99; (b) 15.01); (c) 15.17; (d) U.:9; (e) 15.JS. 

Curve ( O  is our fflodel with ®q * J .0 I'tcV.

Mass vs. central density for equations of state in 

last Figure. Solid lines correspond to stable 

configurations: dashed lines arc unstable configura

tions. The equations of state underlying these 

models, though conceivable, are questionable.
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